connactz is an AI-backed management, booking, and tour service for bands and DJs. We take over admin tasks like calendar organization, creating contracts, or invoicing. Like a personal manager, our learning algorithms identify suitable events and write applications and contracts to get musicians on stage. We manage more than 600 bands and have received multiple awards, prices, and funding, e.g., from Bavaria and the EU.

The project:
- You extend our current app by adding a community feature where all registered musicians can find, connect and message with other musicians.
- The feature should help musicians find replacements when sick or find new colleagues to form new band projects.
- You develop matching algorithms that suggest certain musicians considering the instruments they play, their location, the genres, and personal data of the musicians (plenty of data available).

Why should you do your IDP with connactz?
- We take the time and provide the flexibility to fit the topic to match your interests and organize the communication with the School of Management.
- We assure you of a smooth project and help you to receive a top grade while having a fun and interesting time with our team.
- You will learn to organize projects efficiently and develop founder skills while bringing in your ideas for new features or ways to improve the project.

We are a team of musicians, researchers, techs, students & young professionals who love live music aiming to revolutionize the music biz. If you are interested in doing your IDP with us, send an e-mail to have a chat with Dr. Maximilian Blaschke (max@connactz.com).